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 With Mexico’s tumultuous fi rst century of  independence coming to its conclusion in 
September 1910, President Porfi rio Díaz decided to throw a party. There was a great deal 
to celebrate. He had ruled Mexico for thirty-four years, and had just been re-elected to 
another six-year term. Mexico’s government was more stable, the treasury healthier, and 
its infrastructure more developed than at any time since independence. New public works 
were evident everywhere. A new opera house was under construction in Mexico City, 
government offi ce buildings were going up throughout the downtown core, and electric 
lights and automobiles were everywhere on the city’s streets. Mexicans could also celebrate 
the success of  massive engineering projects, including a drainage tunnel that emptied the 
waters of  the Valley of  Mexico, ending the threat of  malaria in the capital city. Though it 
had slowed in recent years, Mexico’s economy had been growing spectacularly since the 
1880s, bringing along with it new agricultural wealth, new mines, and even an emerging 
industrial sector, and the celebration showcased these developments. Diaz covered the city 
in lights, announced new public works projects, and held parades celebrating the long and 
now glorious history of  the nation, and treated partygoers to a breathtaking catalogue of  
achievements, all of  them signs that Mexico had fi nally arrived to the modern age. Foreign 
dignitaries marveled at it all, seemingly unaware that the political opposition was in exile, 
plotting revolution, that peasants in several regions were on the verge of  open rebellion, 
and that the economy as a whole was in a tailspin. 
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114 The Export Boom as Modernity 

 Throughout Latin America, the late nineteenth century witnessed a very particular 
form of  modernity. With the independence wars and fratricidal struggles of  earlier decades 
in the past, and with slavery and other caste systems fi rmly abolished, Latin America was 
well situated to become an important participant in that era’s boom in global trade. The 
industrial economies of  the north needed a variety of  inputs—copper, nitrates, silver, oil, 
iron, rubber, coffee, sugar, tobacco, and others—that could be found in abundance in Latin 
America. In return they promised a range of  highly desired manufactures, including steam 
engines, barbed wire, shoes, machine guns, cameras, medicines, and later, refrigerators, 
radios, telephones, and automobiles. All these goods circulated on global transportation 
networks at reduced costs, with a speed and in volumes never seen before. Ideas, fashions, 
and various cultural forms also entered global networks in new ways in the late nineteenth 
century. Steamships, railways, photographs, telegraphs, and recorded sound changed the 
ways that people around the world understood distance and their connections to others. 

 Sometimes called the golden age of  the export oligarchy (an oligarchy, because both the 
political and economic realms were controlled by a small elite), this period can seem like 
Milton Friedman’s idea of  the Latin American Dream. 1  As effi cient exporters of  raw materi-
als, Latin American countries prospered because they could cheaply produce certain valu-
able commodities that were then in demand in the industrial north. Northern economies 
were suffi ciently prosperous to invest the capital that Latin Americans needed in order to 
exploit those commodities, a phenomenon most powerfully symbolized through railroad 
development. Latin Americans lacked the resources needed to build railroads, but needed 
them to unleash the region’s economic potential. Railroads could open otherwise isolated 
regions to export agricultural and mineral commodities. They could move people into and 
around their nations. This was an added bonus in countries where there were few navigable 
rivers, like Mexico, Colombia, Peru, and Chile. Railroads could also ensure central govern-
ment control, and, along with barbed wire (patented in the United States by Joseph Glid-
den in 1874) and machine guns (the Gatling Gun was patented in 1861), they facilitated the 
concentration of  governmental power in ways that earlier technologies could not. Foreign 
investors could thus provide the tools to allow Latin Americans to become consumers in 
the global industrial economy, to make their countries more stable and modern, and to 
restore something of  the wealth and elegance that was lost during decades of  internecine 
confl ict. 

 But wait: This is not the only way to begin this story. Milton Friedman is not terri-
bly popular these days, and his critics prefer to invoke a tragic tone when introducing the 
export boom. They see it as a sad tale of  economic dependency, as a time when powerful 
foreign interests and a small elite found new ways to monopolize Latin America’s wealth, 
while the vast majority remained poor. They would remind us that this was an era in which 
rich nations gained the economic upper hand because of  the asymmetries produced by an 
arrangement in which Latin America exported raw materials and imported manufactured 
goods. As a result, the gulf  between the rich and poor nations grew larger, reinforced as 
always through the use of  violence. 

 The differences between these views are in part ideological (left vs. right) and in part 
professional (economic vs. social historians). They also say a great deal about the types 
of  stories we like to tell when we narrate the past. The export boom can be told as a 
tragedy in which inequalities deepened and were further entrenched, where certain forms 
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of  violence intensifi ed, and the victimization of  the region at the hands of  the outside 
world was re-inscribed through an unequal global system. It can also be told as a kind of  
epic, where Latin Americans of  a variety of  classes struggled to make themselves and their 
societies more prosperous, more modern. Some tell it as a comedy, an era when foolish 
prognosticators imagined that Latin America had solved all its problems. Even more, this 
era can be told as a romance, a time when Latin Americans embraced a series of  innova-
tive phenomena—new ideas, commodities, and practices—because of  what they promised 
for themselves personally and for their societies in general. The appeal of  the telephone, 
the horseless carriage, the streetlight, and the modern sewer is diffi cult to explain to those 
for whom these are now century-old relics. And even if  these things transformed people’s 
lives in uneven ways, they were nonetheless among the most signifi cant measures of  Latin 
America’s fi rst modern age.  

 Order, Then Progress 

  Order and Progress . The phrase is so critical to the story of  the late nineteenth century in 
Latin America that it is emblazoned on the Brazilian fl ag. Unlike the liberal democracies of  
that era, most Latin American elites believed that their societies would never prosper, would 
never become modern, if  order was not fi rst established. They believed that democracy, 
a messy process everywhere, brought only chaos to regions like Latin America, because 
the people there were not civilized enough to exercise their democratic rights responsibly. 
Indeed, neither conservatives nor liberals had much faith in the capacity of  their societies to 
be orderly absent the threat of  punitive violence. Rosas’  Mazorca , like Juárez’  Rurales  (Mex-
ico’s rural police, founded 1861) of  a later generation were charged with preserving the 
order by force of  arms. Both forces were informed by the assumption that Latin America 
had to be made safe by an iron hand before it could enter the modern world. 

 Latin America urgently needed to become more modern, at least this is what the 
region’s elites believed by the middle of  the nineteenth century. They sensed that this 
region, once home of  the richest colonies on the planet, was falling behind, and increas-
ingly backwards not just in the eyes of  Europeans, but of  their North American cousins. 
Elites in the region did not just want an order that would save them from chaos (like that 
theorized by Thomas Hobbes in  Leviathan ), they wanted an order that produced modern-
ization, progress. Order however, not as straightforward a concept as it might seem. While 
its advocates generally imagine order and stability as an intrinsic good, political stability 
is almost always stability in someone’s interest. Instability at the national level during the 
nineteenth century was accompanied by a great deal of  stability at the local level in some 
regions, because small communities had the power to live as they saw fi t, controlling their 
lands, water, timber, and setting their own political agendas. Stability at the national level 
gave the state the power to reach into local affairs, especially when the resources to build 
railroads, telegraphs, roads, and national armies accompanied political stability. The cen-
tral government could change the rules of  land-ownership, it could infl uence local politi-
cal arrangements, and force their citizens to sell their goods and perhaps their labor in an 
expanding national and international economy. Stability, in this sense, meant stability in 
the interest of  those who would direct the project of  modernization. Water once reserved 
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116 The Export Boom as Modernity 

for local use would become a commodity, valuable to the export economy and diverted to 
those with the means to build irrigation systems. Lands once used for subsistence farming 
would become potential sources of  cash crops for export. Marginalized peoples who had 
often lived far from the purview of  the state would either become compliant workers or 
potential threats to the rule of  law. Thus were the implications of  order and progress, the 
mantra of  the export boom. 

 This is a complex story, told time and again as Latin Americans wondered why cer-
tain forms of  state sanctioned violence persisted in their societies. When modern states 
were created in Latin America, those states lacked the democratic processes or civil rights 
regimes that characterized the states that were then emerging, if  haltingly, in western 
Europe and North America. Over the decades, historians have offered many explanations 
for this divergence. Some attribute it to the authoritarianism of  the colonial past, or blame 
outsiders, who favored repressive regimes that privileged their interests over unpredict-
able democratic processes. Latin American countries desperately needed people willing to 
invest capital in their economies because of  what had been lost in a half  century of  confl ict, 
and capital would not come without stability. Goods would not get to market without safe 
effective means of  transport. Nothing would be built if  the builders could not expect their 
factories, railroads, and port facilities to stand. 

 Others blame the cultures of  the region for how order and progress played out, sug-
gesting that there was something intrinsic to the ways people in the region saw the world 
that favored dictatorships. Authoritarian states were paired with authoritarian educational 
systems, an authoritarian Catholic Church, and even highly authoritarian family struc-
tures during the nineteenth century (it was a time when the male father fi gure was widely 
believed to be the natural and absolute ruler of  his family). Beyond this, the anti-democratic 
practices of  these states had a racial cast. People of  African and indigenous origins were 
most often the victims of  Latin American modernization. 

 Where these cultural explanations break down is when we examine other regions in the 
Americas that did not share common cultural values with Latin America and yet produced 
similarly authoritarian practices. Leaving aside the fact that Latin Americans themselves 
did not share a common culture, when we look at the U.S. South during this era we see 
a region that was hardly more democratic in its practices than Latin America. While it is 
true that property-holding white males enjoyed rights, women, indigenous peoples, and 
people of  African ancestry were vigorously and often violently denied rights. We are thus 
left with the possibility that it was the post-colonial condition, especially in societies that, 
under colonial rule, had been characterized by systems of  caste-based forced labor, which 
impeded the creation of  democratic polities. Canadians did not admit Asians or Indigenous 
peoples to their democracy (Indians did not become Canadian citizens until 1969). The 
United States actively excluded slaves and the descendants of  slaves through systems of  
discrimination that were codifi ed in law until the 1960s. Latin Americans similarly strug-
gled where humans, who had been the objects of  colonial control (i.e., Indians and slaves), 
became potential citizens. 

 Latin American elites turned to the antidemocratic Enlightenment tradition of  positiv-
ism to rationalize their exclusionary proclivities. Drawing from the writings of  Herbert 
Spencer and Auguste Comte, positivists rejected liberal democratic values (the idea that 
the best society maximizes individual freedom) in favor of  a political and social philosophy 
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that called for society to be organized along scientifi c lines, an order that would allow 
them to fi nd rational/scientifi c solutions to their problems. Government should be man-
aged according to scientifi c principles, economies made to run as effi ciently as possible, 
and the fuzzy-headed, mystical, and backwards practices of  the national folk should be 
eradicated. The people should be taught to be patriotic, dress in modern (read European) 
style clothes, embrace modern medicine (which at that point was about as likely to kill 
its patients as cure them), and eat more meat. 2  Globally these were the early days of  sci-
ences like anthropology, criminology, phrenology, and any number of  organizing practices 
designed to make modern nations out of  the detritus of  independence. It would be an 
order imposed from above, as the masses could not expect to understand their own inter-
ests. Where it succeeded, the new order promised a better life for all. 

 And so, with the help of  modern technology and the incentives provided by a booming 
global economy, Latin American nations gradually became more orderly after the 1850s. 
In part that order was illusory, the result of  careful public relations, but the region as a 
whole did exhibit enough signs of  stability that foreign investors began to return. Invest-
ments became railroads, barbed wire, telegraphs, and modern weaponry for Latin Ameri-
can armies, which in turn wrought more order, and then progress. We see a powerful 
example of  how this process took place in the ranching sector, which fl ourished across 
Latin America after 1850. Lands where thousands of  cattle once roamed, the common 
property of  herdsmen, became ranches. The cattle became the property of  the landowner, 
and the herdsmen became employees. Old cattle breeds were then eliminated (a process 
made possible by enclosure) and new scientifi c breeds were introduced, generating more 
wealth for ranchers, their employees, and the national treasury. Order had made progress, 
easily measured in exports, employment, income, and customs revenues.  

 Measuring a Golden Age 

 Statistics can be deceiving, especially when we choose a few select measures to represent 
the experience of  dozens of  countries over several decades. The export boom did not begin 
in all of  Latin America at once. In some parts it dated to the 1830s (mining in Chile, and 
a decade later guano in Peru), and not beginning elsewhere until the 1890s. That said, 
between 1870 and 1930 (when the Great Depression began) most countries in the region 
enjoyed a sustained period of  economic growth by following economic strategies that 
privileged the export sector and encouraged foreign investment (Table 4.1). These observa-
tions, however, leave critical questions unanswered. For example, did this growth benefi t 
Latin America as a whole, or did it re-inscribe a relationship between Latin America and the 
outside world that enriched the North at the South’s expense? 

 Looking at lists not unlike Table 4.1, the Argentine economist Raúl Prebisch once 
lamented that Latin America was on the wrong side of  the international division of  labor. 
Prebisch infl uenced generations of  dependency theorists, who argued that Latin America 
simply replaced one colonial master with others (principally England and the United States) 
at independence. This resulted in economies characterized by perpetually worsening terms 
of  trade, 3  export enclaves that did not benefi t larger national economies, monocrop depen-
dence (in almost all countries one or two commodities made up more than 50 percent 
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of  exports, which meant that falling prices for a single commodity could have devastat-
ing repercussions throughout the economy), and extreme vulnerability to international 
economic cycles, especially given the fact that in some countries as much as 50 percent 
of  capital was in foreign hands. Particularly popular on the political left during the 1960s 
and 1970s, this school of  thought sometimes came to explain the tragedies that character-
ized Latin American society almost exclusively through reference to the global economic 
system. 

 Today, economic historians are not so sure about these explanations. They point out that 
some export-based economies have managed over the generations to be quite prosperous, 
and that these countries succeed because they used revenues from the export sector to pro-
mote economic diversifi cation (Asia’s newly industrialized countries, or NICs, are the most 
prominent example). Contemporary economic historians also point out that many of  the 
specifi c claims dependency theorists make about terms of  trade, enclaves, and monocrops 
do not withstand the close scrutiny of  actual case studies. What contemporary economists 
offer instead is a complex rendering of  a region that, lacking capital and domestic markets, 
relied on the export sector during the latter half  of  the nineteenth century to generate 
wealth that could not be created through any other means. Foreign capital paid for rail-
roads, dock facilities, and communications infrastructures. Revenues collected at customs 
houses provided income for states in need of  revenue to govern, police, and invest in their 
countries. In Chile, for example, the export tax on nitrates provided 50 percent of  govern-
ment revenue during the years 1890 to 1914. Across the region fi nance ministries used these 
monies to pay off  foreign debts, balance their budgets, and build a great deal of  infrastruc-
ture; remarkable feats given the decades of  chaos that followed independence. 

  Table 4.1  Principal exports in Latin America, 1870–1930 

 Argentina  Corn, wheat, livestock 
 Bolivia  Tin, silver 
 Brazil  Coffee, rubber 
 Chile  Nitrates, copper 
 Colombia  Coffee, gold 
 Costa Rica  Coffee, bananas 
 Cuba  Sugar, tobacco 
 Dominican Republic  Cacao, sugar 
 Ecuador  Cacao, coffee 
 El Salvador  Coffee, precious metals 
 Guatemala  Coffee, bananas 
 Haiti  Coffee, cacao 
 Honduras  Bananas, precious metals 
 Mexico  Silver, copper, zinc, lead, oil, henequen, sugar 
 Nicaragua  Coffee, precious metals 
 Puerto Rico  Sugar, coffee 
 Paraguay  Yerba mate, tobacco 
 Peru  Copper, sugar, nitrates, cotton 
 Venezuela  Coffee, cacao 
   Uruguay  Beef, wool 

  Source: Courtesy of Victor Bulmer Thomas,  The Economic History of Latin America since Independ-
ence , Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994, p. 59.   
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 Recent studies of  the nineteenth century suggest that while the impacts of  foreign 
investments were uneven, the ancillary benefi ts and linkages created by foreign investment 
in countries like Mexico, Argentina, Venezuela, Brazil, and elsewhere, were considerable. 
After having had almost no railroads fi fty years earlier (Cubans built the fi rst railway in 
Latin America in 1838), by the eve of  the First World War Argentina had 31,859 km of  rail-
roads, Mexico 25,600 km, Brazil 24,737 km, Chile 8,069 km, and Colombia 1,061 km. Even 
if  the results were ambiguous, without these railroads economic growth would have been 
impossible. Furthermore, along with these railroads these countries saw a considerable 
expansion of  the middle class, along with the emergence of  a waged working class, which 
worked in industries processing goods for export. In several countries local governments 
used revenues from export and import duties, along with the manipulation of  tariff  rates, 
to promote local industrial development. 

 Medellín, Buenos Aires, São Paulo, Mexico City, Monterrey, Santiago, and other cities 
across the region industrialized during this era by relying on profi ts from the export sec-
tor. Industrial workers often found themselves able to take advantage of  their new settings 
(concentrated in cities), to successfully agitate for better wages and living conditions, and 
they clearly had a higher standard of  living than their rural counterparts. Members of  
the urban working and middle classes became part of  a small but growing community of  
consumers, purchasing goods made locally and imported from abroad, and contributing 
in dynamic ways to the growth of  industries devoted to food processing, beverages, ciga-
rettes, clothing and textiles, construction materials, and other goods. Though small relative 
to Europe and North America, in at least fi ve countries (Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Brazil, 
and Chile) domestic manufacturing provided most of  the local market’s needs for manufac-
tured consumer goods by the eve of  the First World War. 

 The new industrial economies had signifi cant impacts on the rhythms of  everyday life 
in Latin America. The export and industrial economy produced new classes of  middle 
level managers, lawyers, government bureaucrats, and small businessmen. Though more 
dependent on a small number of  business enterprises and activities for its prosperity than 
middle sectors in the northern countries, and perhaps somewhat more conservative than 
their northern counterparts, these emerging sectors often stood at the forefront of  signifi -
cant social change. Their prosperity put them into a position to remake Latin American 
landscapes, as they increasingly favored single-family houses and the privatization of  fam-
ily life, the sequestration of  gardens behind high walls in increasingly suburbanized cities 
characterized by the growing importance of  private transport. They insisted that children 
remain longer in school, that good housewives carefully manage the family unit, and that 
the material arrangements of  middle-class life—a lawn, a car, modern conveniences, and 
later, golf  club memberships—be acquired. These accouterments were essential to affi rm-
ing the class status of  the holders. 

 For middle-class women, the onset of  export-based prosperity also created new con-
straints. Many small-scale family enterprises gave way to large fi rms that employed their 
male partners, leaving women who had once had a hand in managing family businesses 
relegated to the domestic sphere, with little option to escape. Increasingly literate, some 
would begin agitating for women’s rights and suffrage even in the 1870s (see Documents 
3.4 and 3.5 in Chapter 3). Latin American feminism emerged from this milieu, along with 
a steady stream of  demands by women for greater personal, professional, and sexual 
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freedom. These demands were, of  course, matched by an equally fervent insistence that 
women’s liberation would destroy families, the social order, and society more generally. 

 Working-class women saw their lives similarly transformed by the advent of  the indus-
trial age. As factories opened in cities like Medellin, São Paulo, Buenos Aires, Santiago, and 
Lima, new mining camps sprang up and port cities grew to accommodate the growth in 
exports, migrants fl ocked to these boomtowns. Just as male workers found opportunities, so 
too did migrant women, in some cases as entrepreneurs, laundresses, seamstresses, cooks, 
and maids for the rising middle class. In other cases, women worked as prostitutes near the 
mines, plantations, ports, and anywhere large groups of  single male migrants congregated. 
These women lived vulnerable lives, often harassed by police and considered undesirable 
by local elites. Excluded from proper society, they responded by making their own support 
networks, which in turn served as autonomous spaces for working-class female sociability. 

 Women were an also essential component the industrial workforce in Latin America. 
Later social reformers and effi ciency experts from the United States would decry the pres-
ence of  women in factories, and endeavor to enforce the normative idea of  an all-male 
factory work force, but in the fl uid social settings of  the late nineteenth and early twen-
tieth century, women worked in large numbers at factories in many parts of  the region. 
Young women had a complex relationship to this type of  work, moving in and out of  the 
factory as their and their families needs’ dictated, and almost invariably expressing a pref-
erence for married family life over work in the factory, yet many had long careers in the 
industrial workforce, employment that provided a limited degree of  fi nancial and personal 
independence. 

 Conservative Catholics feared that these vulnerable young women might have their vir-
tue compromised in these settings. Factory owners often imagined themselves as benevo-
lent father fi gures to their employees, sometimes acting as if  their own honor was tied up in 
the honor of  their employees. In part this was an inheritance from a past in which the rich 
and powerful imagined themselves as benevolent dictators to a dependent workforce, and 
in part it was a strategy to fend off  unions. This explains their efforts to protect the virtue 
of  their female employees. Factory owners were reluctant to employ married women, or 
women with children, and at times used virginity tests to ensure the virtue of  their work-
ers. They also tried to segregate workforces as much as possible so as to reduce the wom-
en’s exposure to men, and provided cultural activities and “education” that emphasized 
the importance of  chastity. In some contexts these programs also offered loans that helped 
female (and male) workers purchase their own homes in model communities, carefully engi-
neered spaces in which male workers could produce households modeled on the bourgeois 
ideal, and women workers (when they were tolerated) could protect their virtuousness. In 
return, women workers were expected to reject labor unions, behave at work, maintain their 
virtue in public, and most of  all, constitute a passive and compliant workforce (a workforce 
incidentally paid less than their male counterparts, who were assumed to be breadwinners). 

 Some complied, and some did not. Just as male workers in the mining, agricultural, and 
industrial sectors agitated for better pay, shorter hours, and better working conditions, so 
too did women workers. As Ann Farnsworth-Alvear notes, talking, fl irting, and fi ghting 
on the factory fl oor were common practices that women workers used to remake spaces 
otherwise characterized by male control, and those same workers were adverse neither to 
manipulating the system to maximize their benefi ts (hiding pregnancies, collecting extra 
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benefi ts, and the like) nor going on strike when it seemed like a viable means to improve 
their conditions. 4  

 The frequency of  strikes in cities like Buenos Aires, Medellin, and mining camps like 
Cananea, Mexico, remind us that the benefi ts of  the boom were distributed unevenly. At 
the same time, workers fl ocked to factories because of  the opportunities they afforded. 
Workers did in fact see signifi cant increases in their standards of  living during the export 
boom, and created dynamic working-class cultures in cities across the Americas. These 
developments remind us that the benefi ts of  the boom were not entirely monopolized by 
the owners of  capital. Indeed, in some instances the strikes that took place during these 
years actually refl ected an empowered working class that was well positioned to make 
demands on their employers, and which won repeated concessions, not just on the wage 
front, but in terms of  workplace conditions and safety. Female workers in Medellín, for 
instance, were able to reduce the amount of  sexual harassment they faced in the factories 
both through regular complaints and through strikes. 

 These improvements were made possible by a fi fty-year period during which exports and 
industrial production steadily grew. Workers, managers, and owners with connections to 
these dynamic sectors gained a great deal from that growth, but given the levels of  poverty 
in Latin America, the region as a whole needed exceptionally high rates of  growth in gross 
domestic product   (GDP) 5  if  the benefi ts of  the export boom were to be widely shared, and 
by most measures manufacturing seemed like a poor option for generating that growth. In 
most countries the manufacturing sector had no hope of  producing goods that could com-
pete on the global market. Industrialists lacked the capital, the expertize, and the technolo-
gies they needed to produce goods suitable for export, so they instead produced for a fairly 
small domestic market, limiting their overall contribution to GDP. Because of  this, manu-
facturing was highly dependent on the state for support and unable to lift wages in other 
sectors. Factories in Latin America were unlikely to demand so much labor that employers 
in other sectors would need to increase the wages they paid in order to keep their workers. 

 Given these weaknesses in the industrial economy, export growth was the only viable 
strategy for generating substantial economic growth. In order to produce per capita GDP 
growth that was comparable to that in the United States and Europe, Latin American econ-
omies needed annual per capita GDP growth of  1.5 percent (this would double per capita 
GDP in fi fty years). Region-wide, export growth needed to average 4.5 percent in order to 
produce that level of  per capita growth in the GDP, yet this level of  growth was extremely 
diffi cult to achieve (see Table 4.2). Only two countries (Chile and Argentina) saw this rate 
of  growth during this period. 6  

 Some scholars dispute these fi gures, arguing that changing local conditions in several 
countries did produce signifi cant growth. 7  However, even if  we agree that this is too conser-
vative an approach, what does it mean to say that per capita income doubled in extremely 
unequal societies? In every country in the region except Argentina and Uruguay agricul-
tural wages fell even as per capita GDP rose during these years, increasing inequality. The 
privatization of  landholdings in Mexico may have increased exports and GDP, but by 1910 
more than half  the land in the country was in the hands of  one percent of  the population, 
and 97 percent of  Mexicans were landless. Small-scale peasants could rarely produce docu-
ments that proved they owned the land they worked, and even if  they did, they confronted 
recalcitrant government offi cials and corrupt powerbrokers who preferred to place land in 
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the hands of  investors who promised to grow cash crops. And since land ownership was 
so critical to prosperity, the concentration of  landholdings was closely linked to increasing 
inequality. Workers on large estates producing commodity crops (sugar, cacao, tobacco, 
coffee, henequen, etc.) sometimes toiled in conditions that approximated slavery. 

 Signs of Civilization 

 In the early twentieth century, Argentines could proudly claim that theirs was one of  the 
ten richest countries in the world. Buenos Aires, like a number of  Latin American cities, 
was a modern showpiece with a population of  1.5 million people, complete with new 
mansions, electric lights, department stores, and trolleys. Porteños could also point to the 
immense population growth of  their nation since the 1880s, fueled by almost fi ve million 
European immigrants. These new Argentines were not just engines of  economic progress, 
they had also helped to erase the country’s muddy racial origins, making Argentina a white 
nation. Brazilians likewise successfully turned to European migration (attracting 1.6 mil-
lion) to whiten their country, though the regional impacts of  migration were quite distinct 
as Europeans tended to settle in the southwest. Successive waves of  Asian migration were 
viewed less favorably, though Asians were still preferable to the degraded racial stock of  
Africans and indigenous peoples. 

 Latin Americans recorded their progress in a number of  ways. Statistics were criti-
cal, telling the story of  railroads, canals, and roads constructed, public works completed, 
economies that were growing, budgets that were balanced. Populations were increasingly 
measured, though many of  the measures that would characterize the twentieth century 
(literacy and education, crime statistics, health, wages, working conditions, voter turnouts, 
and hygiene) would not appear until some time later. Beyond statistical representations, 

  Table 4.2  Annual percentage rates of export growth, 1850–1912 

 Brazil  3.7 
 Bolivia  2.5 
 Chile  4.3 
 Colombia  3.5 
 Costa Rica  3.5 
 Cuba  2.9 
 Ecuador  3.5 
 Guatemala  3.6 
 El Salvador  3.5 
 Mexico  3.0 
 Nicaragua  2.9 
 Paraguay  3.9 
 Peru  2.9 
 Uruguay  3.4 
 Venezuela  2.7 

  Source: Courtesy of Victor Bulmer Thomas,      The Economic History of Latin 
America since Independence   , Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1994, p. 63.   
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modernity was also a visceral experience, felt in particular ways. As latecomers to moder-
nity, Latin Americans modeled their idea of  progress on trends and technologies acquired 
from abroad, on their capacity to both emulate and equal the societies everyone knew were 
the most modern of  places.  Tropicalista  doctors in Salvador dedicated themselves to operat-
ing at the cutting edge of  tropical medicine, and Brazilians claimed that one of  their own, 
Alberto Santos-Dumont, was the fi rst to fl y an airplane unassisted in 1906. Many Mexicans 
marveled when their president installed an elevator in Chapultepec Castle. 

 There may have been no more powerful symbol of  this transformation than the photo-
graph. Photography and modernity are powerfully linked. The photographic medium was 
invented in the nineteenth century, one of  the fi rst representational practices that was itself  
produced through technological innovation. Photographs offered a powerful means with 
which to capture reality, distinct from other forms that seemed more deeply mediated by the 
hand of  the artist. They could document Latin America for outsiders, render Indians, slaves, 
and the geographies of  the region as curiosities, phenomena in some cases on the verge of  
disappearing. The subjects of  the photos often had little choice, as their photographers used 
them to show racial types, criminal types, and a variety of  forms of  rural and urban poverty. 

 One of  the popular early forms of  photography in Latin America was the type photo-
graph, which became common in the 1860s. These photographs introduced viewers to 
the Indian, the peasant, the agricultural laborer, the  cargador , and others (see  Figure 4.1 ). 

  Figure 4.1  Photograph of two 
young indigenous men 

 Source: Library of Congress, 
Prints and Photographs Division 
(LC-USZ62-78963) 
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Collected and used by the state to document its population, they were also turned into 
postcards, mementos of  sojourns that circulated among wealthy  afi cionados  in the urban 
centers of  Latin America and elsewhere. As Deborah Poole argues, these photos could fi x 
the racial identity of  their subject in ways that were often more powerful than any other 
means. The types that emerged from them were defi ned not just by phenotype and shape, 
but through dress, background, and accessories, all of  which gave the subject in the photo 
a racial identity. 

 Over time, many of  the photographers who initially made their living with these photos 
established portrait studios and took on clients who wanted to have their pictures taken. 
These portraits revealed a great deal about the complex ways in which modernity was 
experienced during this period, the ways in which individuals of  both European and non-
European ancestry aspired to defi ne themselves as both modern and traditional through 
dress, grooming, and the poses they assumed in these photographs. In sitting for a family 
portrait, the subjects could choose Western attire (i.e., suits) or traditional dress, could 
look squarely into the camera or avert its gaze, each gesture indicating something about 
the subject’s engagement with modernity. These portraits also spoke to gender norms, as 
one could regularly fi nd the males and females wearing different kinds of  dress—typically, 
the males a more modern style and the females a more traditional—indicating who in 
the photo was focused on the future and who was focused on the past. 8  Upwardly mobile 
individuals with indigenous and African ancestries regularly used these portraits to situ-
ate themselves as different from the racial types who populated photographs of  peasants 
and slaves. Consider the following image of  Benito Juárez, the Mexican President, in 1861. 
Though of  Zapotec origin, Juárez erased his indigenous past through dress, manner, and 
profession, all aptly summed up in  Figure 4.2 . 

  Figure 4.2  Benito Juárez 

 Source: Time & Life Pictures/Getty Images 
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 More complicated still are those photographs where the meanings are oblique. In 

 Figure 4.3  (which dates to 1868) it is not clear that the subjects, a Peruvian soldier and his 

wife, asked to be photographed or simply consented. A complex mix of  the modern and 

traditional can be seen in this photo, as the wife retains Andean dress, a long braid, and a 

somewhat frayed version of  European bowler that marked Andean female identity in this 

era (the hat was worn by female Andean merchants). It is unclear whether the husband 

chose a military uniform to signal his participation in the modern project of  Peruvian 

nationhood, or was marked as disciplined into the modern nation by the photographer’s 

choice to place him in uniform. During this and later eras, white elites across the Ameri-

cas sought to impose order on unruly indigenous masses through military discipline, 

even as some Andean peoples sought upward mobility through service in the armed 

forces. We can see a story of  modernity told through this photograph, we just cannot 

know which story it is. 

  Figure 4.3  
Peruvian soldier and 
his wife 

 Source: Library of Congress, 
Prints and Photographs 
Division (LC-USZ62-53038) 
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 Photographs were also critical to documenting the material signs of  progress. Construc-

tion projects, new buildings, national festivals, electrical lights, paved roads—all were fre-

quently photographed during the export boom. Some of  these photos simply documented 

new things ( Figure 4.4 ), a trolley, a train, a tram, a road excavated in order to build a modern 

sewage system. Others mixed new aesthetic sensibilities with a desire to represent moder-

nity as more than just something that derived from Europe. Latin Americans wanted to 

prove that their countries were as capable as any other of  participating in the endless cycles 

of  innovation—artistic and scientifi c—that characterized modernity. Images like the one 

in  Figure 4.5 , of  the Retiro train station in Buenos Aires in 1915, remind us of  this desire. 

Modernity, represented in this building and the photo that captures it, is a deeply aesthetic 

experience. Modern nations were prosperous, they were rational, they were scientifi c, and 

they were sites of  innovation and creativity. 

  Figure 4.4  Image of an early tram system, Belem, early twentieth century 

 Source: Courtesy of tram website photo:  http://www.tramz.com/br/be/be.htm l 
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 One fi nal photograph completes this section.  Figure 4.6  embodies all the qualities of  

the previous four. It is a photo of  indigenous subjects in modern dress. It is not clear that 

the students were coerced into being subjects in this photo. On the other hand, it would be 

silly to conclude that their presence here was entirely voluntary (such a conclusion is not 

warranted given what we know about the coercive nature of  education, especially indig-

enous education, in this era). They are students in Mexico City’s  Casa del Estudiante Indígena  

(House of  the Indian Student) and part of  a group of  indigenous students who were often 

forcibly recruited to this school. Once in the school however, most remained there volun-

tarily and refused to leave Mexico City once their studies were complete. 
9

  This photo then, 

reveals a very interesting play on the type photograph, which was still common in Mexico 

in the 1920s. These were Indians, who just two years earlier might have been photographed 

to establish their racial alterity, now participating in a photograph that showed their capac-

ity to be modern subjects. Modernity here is a series of  qualities—the substitution of  mod-

ern dress for peasant clothes, the presence of  the automobile workshop and the auto in the 

photo, and the fact that these students were being trained as mechanics. That this photo 

was in fact taken after Mexico underwent a massive social revolution reminds us that the 

logics that underpinned the export boom would remain powerful even after its end. 

  Figure 4.5  Estación Retiro del Ferrocarril, Central Argentino 

 Source: Margarita Gutman (editora)  Buenos Aires 1910: Memoria del Porvenir , Buenos Aires: Gobierno 
de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires, Facultad de Arquitectura Diseño y Ubranismo de la Universidad de 
Buenos Aires, Instituto Internacional de Medio Ambiente y Desarrollo IIED-America Latina, 1999 
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 The Document: On the Eve of Revolution 

 During the fi rst decade of  the twentieth century, Mexico was awash with writings about 

its past, present, and future. Many described conditions in the country in optimistic terms, 

while some described social conditions in Mexico largely negatively. Given that we know 

what happened next, it is tempting to pit the two trends against one another in what could 

be an elaborate game of  historical gotcha. Critics like the Flores Magón brothers and 

Andrés Molina Enríquez become prescient observers of  their country’s problems, while 

those who marveled at the achievements of  the Díaz regime are revealed to be naïve at 

best, and capitalist lackeys at worst. 

 This practice is both unsatisfying and misleading. Yes, some Mexicans suggested that their 

country had serious problems in the years before the collapse of  Porfi rio Díaz’ dictatorship, but 

their descriptions of  the nation’s ills were not always particularly accurate or infl uential. The 

Flores Magón brothers’ newspaper  Regeneración  (see the book’s website at  www.routledge.

com/textbooks/dawson ), while now an important historical artifact, was not widely read 

in Mexico. Their anarchism never found much purchase among Mexican workers, and, 

for the most part, appealed to a small group of  dissident intellectuals. Andrés Molina 

Enríquez’ 1909 indictment of  the regime,  los grandes problemas nacionales  (the great national 

  Figure 4.6  La Casa del Estudiante Indigena: male students working in the auto shop. 

 Source: Courtesy of SEP, La Casa del Estudiante Indigena 
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problems—sections of  this too can be found on the book’s website) offered its own particular 

view of  the national problems. As a prescription for what ailed Mexico in 1910 however, it is 

highly problematic. Molina Enríquez found fault not in the process of  development per se, but 

in the ways that development had undermined the Indian pueblo as a social and juridical insti-

tution, thus undermining the natural evolution of  Indian communities (in this, he was deeply 

positivist). While sympathetic to Indians, he saw them as fundamentally backwards. Even the 

manifesto published by Francisco Madero, Díaz’ opponent in the 1910 elections ( la successión 

presidencial en 1910 ), offered little that would help explain much of  what would follow. 

 This then, is one of  the challenges we face when reading documents that precede momen-

tous events. We have the benefi t of  hindsight, and tend to impose  ex post facto  meanings and 

importance on these texts, looking for a writer’s capacity to predict the future rather than 

situating the text carefully in its present. Inasmuch as any document captures a moment in 

time, the effort of  its creator (or creators) to make sense of  a complex world, to put together 

a series of  “facts” into a meaningful narrative, we get the most out of  these texts by reading 

them closely, unpacking the arguments, looking for assumptions and silences, and by care-

fully interrogating the logics that inform the text. Only then might we use this fragment 

from the past to gain some insight into the text and the context in which it was produced. 

 The document provided below (Document 4.1), an interview between the American 

journalist James Creelman and Porfi rio Díaz from 1908, offers readers an opportunity to 

do just this. Díaz, the seventy-eight-year-old dictator, uses the interview to refl ect on what 

he has made of  his country after thirty-two years in power, and what it might become. 

Creelman, the forty-nine-year-old yellow journalist, famous for taking up arms against 

the Spanish even as he reported on the Spanish-American War for the  New York World , 

reveals his own sensibilities when he describes what is modern in Mexico. In part it is from 

his distinctly North American view of  the world that Díaz emerges as the “Hero of  the 

Americas.” That said, Creelman’s view of  Díaz was not so alien to Mexicans that it went 

un-noticed south of  the border. It was reproduced in several Mexican newspapers, includ-

ing  El Imparcial  and  El Tiempo .  

 Document 4.1  James Creelman, “Porfi rio Díaz, Hero of the Americas” 
(Excerpts) 

 Source:  Pearson’s Magazine , March, 1908.  

 From the heights of Chapultepec Castle President Díaz looked down upon the vener-
able capital of his country, spread out on a vast plain, with a ring of mountains fl ung 
up grandly about it, and I, who had come nearly four thousand miles from New York 
to see the master and hero of modern Mexico—the inscrutable leader in whose veins 
is blended the blood of the primitive Mixtecs with that of the invading Spaniards—
watched the slender, erect form, the strong, soldierly head and commanding, but sen-
sitive, countenance with an interest beyond words to express. 

 A high, wide forehead that slopes up to crisp white hair and over hangs deep-set, 
dark brown eyes that search your soul, soften into inexpressible kindliness and then 
dart quick side looks—terrible eyes, threatening eyes, loving, confi ding, humorous 
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eyes—a straight, powerful, broad and somewhat fl eshy nose, whose curved nostrils lift 
and dilate with every emotion; huge, virile jaws that sweep from large, fl at, fi ne ears, 
set close to the head, to the tremendous, square, fi ghting chin; a wide, fi rm mouth 
shaded by a white mustache; a full, short, muscular neck; wide shoulders, deep chest; 
a curiously tense and rigid carriage that gives great distinction to a personality sug-
gestive of singular power and dignity—that is Porfi rio Díaz in his seventy-eighth year, 
as I saw him a few weeks ago on the spot where, forty years before, he stood-with his 
besieging army surrounding the City of Mexico, and the young Emperor Maximilian 
being shot to death in Queretaro, beyond those blue mountains to the north—waiting 
grimly for the thrilling end of the last interference of European monarchy with the 
republics of America. 

 It is the intense, magnetic something in the wide-open, fearless, dark eyes and the 
sense of nervous challenge in the sensitive, spread nostrils, that seem to connect the 
man with the immensity of the landscape, as some elemental force. 

 There is not a more romantic or heroic fi gure in all the world, nor one more intensely 
watched by both the friends and foes of democracy, than the soldier-statesman, whose 
adventurous youth pales the pages of Dumas, and whose iron rule has converted the 
warring, ignorant, superstitious and impoverished masses of Mexico, oppressed by 
centuries of Spanish cruelty and greed, into a strong, steady, peaceful, debt-paying 
and progressive nation. 

 For twenty-seven years he has governed the Mexican Republic with such power that 
national elections have become mere formalities. He might easily have set a crown 
upon his head. 

 Yet to-day, in the supremacy of his career, this astonishing man—foremost fi gure of 
the American hemisphere and unreadable mystery to students of human government—
announces that he will insist on retiring from the Presidency at the end of his present 
term, so that he may see his successor peacefully established and that, with his assis-
tance, the people of the Mexican Republic may show the world that they have entered 
serenely and preparedly upon the last complete phase of their liberties, that the nation 
is emerging from ignorance and revolutionary passion, and that it can choose and 
change presidents without weakness or war. 

 It is something to come from the money-mad gambling congeries of Wall Street 
and in the same week to stand on the rock of Chapultepec, in surroundings of almost 
unreal grandeur and loveliness, beside one who is said to have transformed a republic 
into an autocracy by the absolute compulsion of courage and character, and to hear 
him speak of democracy as the hope of mankind. 

 This, too, at a time when the American soul shudders at the mere thought of a third 
term for any President. 

 The President surveyed the majestic, sunlit scene below the ancient castle and 
turned away with a smile, brushing a curtain of scarlet trumpet-fl owers and vine-like 
pink geraniums as he moved along the terrace toward the inner garden, where a foun-
tain set among palms and fl owers sparkled with water from the spring at which Mon-
tezuma used to drink, under the mighty cypresses that still rear their branches about 
the rock on which we stood. 
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 “It is a mistake to suppose that the future of democracy in Mexico has been endan-
gered by the long continuance in offi ce of one President,” he said quietly. “I can say 
sincerely that offi ce has not corrupted my political ideals and that I believe democracy 
to be the one true, just principle of government, although in practice it is possible only 
to highly developed peoples.” 

 For a moment the straight fi gure paused and the brown eyes looked over the great 
valley to where snow-covered Popocatapetl lifted its volcanic peak nearly eighteen 
thousand feet among the clouds beside the snowy craters of Ixtaccihuatl—a land of 
dead volcanoes, human and otherwise. 

 “I can lay down the Presidency of Mexico without a pang of regret, but I cannot 
cease to serve this country while I live,” he added. 

 The sun shone full in the President’s face but his eyes did not shrink from the ordeal. 
The green landscape, the smoking city, the blue tumult of mountains, the thin, exhila-
rating, scented air, seemed to stir him, and the color came to his cheeks as he clasped 
his hands behind him and threw his head backward. His nostrils opened wide. 

 “You know that in the United States we are troubled about the question of electing 
a President for three terms?” 

 He smiled and then looked grave, nodding his head gently and pursing his lips. It is 
hard to describe the look of concentrated interest that suddenly came into his strong, 
intelligent countenance. 

 “Yes, yes, I know,” he replied. “It is a natural sentiment of democratic peoples that 
their offi cials should be often changed. I agree with that sentiment.” 

 It seemed hard to realize that I was listening to a soldier who had ruled a republic 
continuously for more than a quarter of a century with a personal authority unknown 
to most kings. Yet he spoke with a simple and convincing manner, as one whose place 
was great and secure beyond the need of hypocrisy. 

 “It is quite true that when a man has occupied a powerful offi ce for a very long time 
he is likely to begin to look upon it as his personal property, and it is well that a free 
people should guard themselves against the tendencies of individual ambition. 

 “Yet the abstract theories of democracy and the practical, effective application of 
them are often necessarily different—that is when you are seeking for the substance 
rather than the mere form. 

 “I can see no good reason why President Roosevelt should not be elected again if a 
majority of the American people desire to have him continue in offi ce. I believe that he 
has thought more of his country than of himself. He has done and is doing a great work 
for the United States, a work that will cause him, whether he serves again or not, to be 
remembered in history as one of the great Presidents. I look upon the trusts as a great 
and real power in the United States, and President Roosevelt has had the patriotism 
and courage to defy them. Mankind understands the meaning of his attitude and its 
bearing upon the future. He stands before the world as a states-man whose victories 
have been moral victories. 

 “In my judgment the fi ght to restrain the power of the trusts and keep them from 
oppressing the people of the United States marks one of the most important and 
signifi cant periods in your history. Mr. Roosevelt has faced the crisis like a great man. 
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 “There can be no doubt that Mr. Roosevelt is a strong, pure man, a patriot who 
understands his country and loves it well. The American fear of a third term seems to 
me to be without any just reason. There can be no question of principle in the matter if 
a majority of people in the United States approve his policies and want him to continue 
his work. That is the real, the vital thing—whether a majority of people need him and 
desire him to go on. 

 “Here in Mexico we have had different conditions. I received this Government from 
the hands of a victorious army at a time when the people were divided and unpre-
pared for the exercise of the extreme principles of democratic government. To have 
thrown upon the masses the whole responsibility of government at once would have 
produced conditions that might have discredited the cause of free government. 

 “Yet, although I got power at fi rst from the army, an election was held as soon 
as possible and then my authority came from the people. I have tried to leave the 
Presidency several times, but it has been pressed upon me and I remained in offi ce for 
the sake of the nation which trusted me. The fact that the price of Mexican securities 
dropped eleven points when I was ill at Cuernavaca indicates the kind of evidence that 
persuaded me to overcome my personal inclination to retire to private life. 

 “We preserved the republican and democratic form of government. We defended 
the theory and kept it intact. Yet we adopted a patriarchal policy in the actual adminis-
tration of the nation’s affairs, guiding and restraining popular tendencies, with full faith 
that an enforced peace would allow education, industry and commerce to develop 
elements of stability and unity in a naturally intelligent, gentle and affectionate people. 

 “I have waited patiently for the day when the people of the Mexican Republic 
would be prepared to choose and change their government at every election without 
danger of armed revolutions and without injury to the national credit or interference 
with national progress. I believe that day has come.” 

 Again, the soldierly fi gure turned toward the glorious scene lying between the 
mountains. It was plain to see that the President was deeply moved. The strong face 
was as sensitive as a child’s. The dark eyes were moist. 

 And what an unforgettable vision of color, movement and romance it was! 
 Beneath the giant trees still surrounding the rock of Chapultepec—the only rise 

in the fl at valley—Montezuma, the Aztec monarch, used to walk in his hours of ease 
before Cortés and Alvarado came with the cross of Christ and the pitiless sword of 
Spain, to be followed by three hundred terrible years in which the country writhed and 
wept under sixty-two Spanish viceroys and fi ve governors, to be succeeded by a ridicu-
lous native emperor and a succession of dictators and presidents, with the Emperor 
Maximilian’s invasion between, until Díaz, the hero of fi fty battles, decided that Mexico 
should cease to fi ght, and learn to work and pay her debts . . . 

 As we paced the castle terrace we could see long processions of Mexican Indians, 
accompanied by their wives and children, with monstrous hats, bright colored blankets 
and bare or sandaled feet, moving continuously from all parts of the valley and from 
the mountain passes toward Guadalupe; and two days later I was to see a hundred 
thousand aboriginal Americans gather about that holiest of American shrines, where, 
under a crown of emeralds, rubies, diamonds, and sapphires that cost thirty thousand 
dollars merely to fashion, and before a multitude of blanketed Indians, kneeling with 
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their wives and babies, holding lighted candles and fl owers, and worshiping with a 
devotion that smote the most cynical spectator into reverence, the resplendent Arch-
bishop of Mexico celebrated mass before the alter-enclosed blanket of the pious 
Indian, Juan Diego, upon whose woven surface the image of the Virgin Guadalupe 
appeared in 1531 . . . 

 “It is commonly held that true democratic institutions are impossible in a country 
which has no middle class,” I suggested. 

 President Díaz turned, with a keen look, and nodded his head. 
 “It is true,” he said. “Mexico has a middle class now; but she had none before. The 

middle class is the active element of society, here as elsewhere. 
 “The rich are too much preoccupied in their riches and in their dignities to be of 

much use in advancing the general welfare. Their children do not try very hard to 
improve their education and their character. 

 “On the other hand, the poor are usually too ignorant to have power. 
 “It is upon the middle class, drawn largely from the poor, but somewhat from the 

rich, the active, hard-working, self-improving middle class, that a democracy must 
depend for its development. It is the middle class that concerns itself with politics and 
the general progress. 

 “In the old days we had no middle class in Mexico because the minds of the peo-
ple and their energies were wholly absorbed in politics and war. Spanish tyranny and 
misgovernment had disorganized society. The productive activities of the nation were 
abandoned in successive struggles. There was general confusion. Neither life nor 
property was safe. A middle class could not appear under such conditions.” 

 “General Díaz,” I interrupted, “you have had an unprecedented experience in the 
history of republics. For thirty years the destinies of this nation have been in your 
hands, to mold them as you will; but men die, while nations must continue to live. Do 
you believe that Mexico can continue to exist in peace as a republic? Are you satisfi ed 
that its future is assured under free institutions?” 

 It was worthwhile to have come from New York to Chapultepec Castle to see the 
hero’s face at that moment. Strength, patriotism, warriorship, prophethood seemed 
suddenly to shine in his brown eyes. 

 “The future of Mexico is assured,” he said in a clear voice. “The principles of democ-
racy have not been planted very deep in our people, I fear. But the nation has grown 
and it loves liberty. Our diffi culty has been that the people do not concern themselves 
enough about public matters for a democracy. The individual Mexican as a rule thinks 
much about his own rights and is always ready to assert them. But he does not think 
so much about the rights of others. He thinks of his privileges, but not of his duties. 
Capacity for self-restraint is the basis of democratic government, and self-restraint is 
possible only to those who recognize the rights of their neighbors. 

 “The Indians, who are more than half of our population, care little for politics. They 
are accustomed to look to those in authority for leadership instead of thinking for 
themselves. That is a tendency they inherited from the Spaniards, who taught them to 
refrain from meddling in public affairs and rely on the Government for guidance. 

 “Yet I fi rmly believe that the principles of democracy have grown and will grow in 
Mexico.” 
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 “But you have no opposition party in the Republic, Mr. President. How can free 
institutions fl ourish when there is no opposition to keep the majority, or governing 
party, in check?” 

 “It is true there is no opposition party. I have so many friends in the republic that my 
enemies seem unwilling to identify themselves with so small a minority. I appreciate 
the kindness of my friends and the confi dence of my country; but such absolute confi -
dence imposes responsibilities and duties that tire me more and more. 

 “No matter what my friends and supporters say, I retire when my present term of 
offi ce ends, and I shall not serve again. I shall be eighty years old then. 

 “My country has relied on me and it has been kind to me. My friends have praised 
my merits and overlooked my faults. But they may not be willing to deal so generously 
with my successor and he may need my advice and support; therefore I desire to be 
alive when he assumes offi ce so that I may help him.” 

 He folded his arms over his deep chest and spoke with great emphasis. 
 “I welcome an opposition party in the Mexican Republic,” he said. “If it appears, I 

will regard it as a blessing, not as an evil. And if it can develop power, not to exploit 
but to govern, I will stand by it, support it, advise it and forget myself in the successful 
inauguration of complete democratic government in the country. 

 “It is enough for me that I have seen Mexico rise among the peaceful and useful 
nations. I have no desire to continue in the Presidency. This nation is ready for her 
ultimate life of freedom. At the age of seventy-seven years I am satisfi ed with robust 
health. That is one thing which neither law nor force can create. I would not exchange 
it for all the millions of your American oil king.” 

 His ruddy skin, sparkling eyes and light, elastic step went well with his words. For 
one who has endured the privations of war and imprisonment, and who to-day rises 
at six o’clock in the morning, working until late at night at the full of his powers, the 
physical condition of President Díaz, who is even now a notable hunter and who usually 
ascends the palace stairway two steps at a time is almost unbelievable. 

 “The railway has played a great part in the peace of Mexico,” he continued. “When 
I became President at fi rst there were only two small lines, one connecting the capi-
tal with Vera Cruz, the other connecting it with Queretaro. Now we have more than 
nineteen thousand miles of railways. Then we had a slow and costly mail service, car-
ried on by stage coaches, and the mail coach between the capital and Puebla would 
be stopped by highwaymen two or three times in a trip, the last robbers to attack it 
generally fi nding nothing left to steal. Now we have a cheap, safe and fairly rapid 
mail service throughout the country with more than twenty-two hundred post-offi ces. 
Telegraphing was a diffi cult thing in those times. Today we have more than forty-fi ve 
thousand miles of telegraph wires in operation. 

 “We began by making robbery punishable by death and compelling the execution 
of offenders within a few hours after they were caught and condemned. We ordered 
that wherever telegraph wires were cut and the chief offi cer of the district did not catch 
the criminal, he should himself suffer; and in case the cutting occurred on a plantation 
the proprietor who failed to prevent it should be hanged to the nearest telegraph pole. 
These were military orders, remember. 
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 “We were harsh. Sometimes we were harsh to the point of cruelty. But it was all 
necessary then to the life and progress of the nation. If there was cruelty, results have 
justifi ed it.” 

 The nostrils dilated and quivered. The mouth was a straight line. 
 “It was better that a little blood should be shed that much blood should be saved. 

The blood that was shed was bad blood; the blood that was saved was good blood. 
 “Peace was necessary, even an enforced peace, that the nation might have time to 

think and work. Education and industry have carried on the task begun by the army.” 
 . . . 
 “And which do you regard as the greatest force for peace, the army or the school-

house?” I asked. 
 The soldier’s face fl ushed slightly and the splendid white head was held a little 

higher. “You speak of the present time?” 
 “Yes.” 
 “The schoolhouse. There can be no doubt of that. I want to see education through-

out the Republic carried on by the national Government. I hope to see it before I die. 
It is important that all citizens of a republic should receive the same training, so that 
their ideals and methods may be harmonized and the national unity intensifi ed. When 
men read alike and think alike they are more likely to act alike.” 

 “And you believe that the vast Indian population of Mexico is capable of high 
development?” 

 “I do. The Indians are gentle and they are grateful, all except the Yaquis and some 
of the Mayas. They have the traditions of an ancient civilization of their own. They are 
to be found among the lawyers, engineers, physicians, army offi cers and other profes-
sional men.” 

 Over the city drifted the smoke of many factories. “It is better than cannon smoke,” 
I said. 

 “Yes,” he replied, “and yet there are times when cannon smoke is not such a bad 
thing. The toiling poor of my country have risen up to support me, but I cannot forget 
what my comrades in arms and their children have been to me in my severest ordeals.” 

 There were actually tears in the veteran’s eyes . . . 
 Throughout the valley moves a wondrous system of electric cars, for even the crum-

bling house of Cortés is lit by electricity, and an electric elevator runs through the shaft 
of Chapultepec hill by which the Montezumas used the escape from their enemies. 

 It is hard to remember that this wonderful plain was once a lake and that the Aztecs 
built their great city on piles, with causeways to the mainland. President Díaz bored a 
tunnel through the eastern mountains and the Valley of Mexico is now drained to the 
sea by a system of canals and sewers that cost more than twelve million dollars . . . 

 “In my youth I had a stern experience that taught me many things (said Díaz). When 
I commanded two companies of soldiers there was a time when for six months I had 
neither advice, instructions nor support from my government. I had to think for myself. 
I had to be the government myself. I found men to be the same then as I have found 
them since. I believed in democratic principles then and I believe in them yet, although 
conditions have compelled stern measures to secure peace and the development 
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which must precede absolutely free government. Mere political theories will not create 
a free nation . . .” 

 (Díaz) was the son of an inn-keeper. An institution of learning now stands memorially 
on the site of his birth. Three years after he was born his father died of cholera and his 
Spanish–Mixtec mother was left alone to support her six children. 

 When the grown boy wanted shoes, he watched a shoemaker, borrowed tools, and 
made them himself. When he wanted a gun he took a rusty musket-barrel and the lock 
of a pistol, and constructed a reliable weapon with his own hands. So, too, he learned 
to make furniture for his mother’s house. 

 He made things then, as he afterward made the Mexican nation, by the sheer force 
of moral initiative, self-reliance and practical industry. He asked no-one for anything 
that he could get for himself. 

 Go from one end to the other of Mexico’s 767,005 square miles, on which no more 
than 15,000,000 persons live to-day, and you will see everywhere evidence of this 
masterful genius. You turn from battlefi elds to schools to railways, factories, mines 
and banks, and the wonder is that one man can mean so much to any nation, and that 
nation an American republic next in importance to the United States and its nearest 
neighbor. 

 He found Mexico bankrupt, divided, infested with bandits, a prey to a thousand 
forms of bribery. To-day life and property are safe from frontier to frontier of the 
republic. 

 After spending scores of millions of dollars on harbor improvements, drainage works 
and other vast engineering projects, and paying off portions of the public debt—to say 
nothing of putting the national fi nances on a gold basis—the nation has a surplus of  
 $72,000,000 in its treasury—this, in spite of the immense government subsidies which 
have directly produced 19,000 miles of railways. 

 When he became President, Mexico’s yearly foreign trade amounted to $36,111,600 in 
all. To-day her commerce with other nations reaches the enormous sum of $481,363,388, 
with a balance of trade in her favor of $14,636,612. 

 There were only three banks in the country when President Díaz fi rst assumed power, 
and they had a small capital, loaning at enormous and constantly changing rates. 

 To-day, there are thirty-four chartered banks alone, whose total assets amount to 
nearly $700,000,000, with a combined capital stock of $158,100,000. 

 He has changed the irregular and ineffective pretense of public instruction, which 
had 4,850 schools and about 163,000 pupils, into a splendid system of compulsory 
education, which already has more than 12,000 schools, with an attendance of perhaps 
a million pupils; schools that not only train the children of the Republic, but reach into 
the prisons, military barracks and charitable institutions . . . 

 There are nineteen thousand miles of railways operated in Mexico, nearly all with 
American managers, engineers and conductors, and one has only to ride on the Mexi-
can Central system or to enjoy the trains de luxe of the National Line to realize the high 
transportation standards of the country. 

 So determined is President Díaz to prevent his country from falling into the hands of 
the trusts that the Government is taking over and merging in one corporation, with the 
majority stock in the Nation’s hands, the Mexican Central, National and Inter-oceanic 
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lines so that, with this mighty trunk system of transportation beyond the reach of pri-
vate control, industry, agriculture, commerce and passenger traffi c will be safe from 
oppression. 

 This merger of ten thousand miles of railways into a single company, with 
$113,000,000 of the stock, a clear majority, in the Government’s hands, is the answer 
of President Díaz and his brilliant Secretary of Finances to the prediction that Mexico 
may some day fi nd herself helplessly in the grip of a railway trust. 

 Curiously enough, the leading American railway offi cials representing the lines 
which are to be merged and controlled by the Government spoke to me with great 
enthusiasm of the plan as a distinct forward step, desirable alike for shippers and pas-
sengers and for private investors in the roads. 

 Two-thirds of the railways of Mexico are owned by Americans, who have invested 
about $300,000,000 in them profi tably. 

 As it is, freight and passenger rates are fi xed by the Government, and not a time 
table can be made or changed without offi cial approval. 

 It may surprise a few Americans to know that the fi rst-class passenger rate in Mexico 
is only two and two-fi fths cents a mile, while the second-class rate, which covers at least 
one-half of the whole passenger traffi c of the country, is only one cent and one-fi fth a 
mile—these fi gures being in terms of gold, to afford a comparison with American rates. 

 I have been privately assured by the principal American offi cers and investors of 
the larger lines that railway enterprises in Mexico are encouraged, dealt with on their 
merits and are wholly free from blackmail, direct or indirect . . . 

 More than $1,200,000,000 of foreign capital has been invested in Mexico since 
President Díaz put system and stability into the nation. Capital for railways, mines, 
factories and plantations has been pouring in at the rate of $200,000,000 a year. In six 
months the Government sold more than a million acres of land. 

 In spite of what has already been done, there is still room for the investment of bil-
lions of dollars in the mines and industries of the Republic. 

 Americans and other foreigners interested in mines, real estate, factories, railways 
and other enterprises have privately assured me, not once, but many times, that, under 
Díaz, conditions for investment in Mexico are fairer and quite as reliable as in the most 
highly developed European countries. The President declares that these conditions 
will continue after his death or retirement. 

 Since Díaz assumed power, the revenues of the Government have increased from 
about $15,000,000 to more than $115,000,000, and yet taxes have been steadily 
reduced. 

 When the price of silver was cut in two, President Díaz was advised that his country 
could never pay its national debt, which was doubled by the change in values. He was 
urged to repudiate a part of the debt. The President denounced the advice as fool-
ishness as well as dishonesty, and it is a fact that some of the greatest offi cers of the 
government went for years without their salaries that Mexico might be able to meet 
her fi nancial obligations dollar for dollar. 

 The cities shine with electric lights and are noisy with electric trolley cars; English 
is taught in the public schools of the great Federal District; the public treasury is full 
and overfl owing and the national debt decreasing; there are nearly seventy thousand 
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foreigners living contentedly and prosperously in the Republic—more Americans than 
Spaniards; Mexico has three times as large a population to the square mile as Canada; 
public affairs have developed strong men like Jose Yves Limantour, the great Secretary 
of Finances, one of the most distinguished of living fi nanciers; Vice-president Corral, 
who is also Secretary of the Interior; Ignacio Mariscal, the Minister of Foreign Affairs, 
and Enrique Creel, the brilliant Ambassador at Washington. 

 And it is a land of beauty beyond compare. Its mountains and valleys, its great 
plateaus, its indescribably rich and varied foliage, its ever blooming and abundant 
fl owers, its fruits, its skies, its marvelous climate, its old villages, cathedrals, churches, 
convents—there is nothing quite like Mexico in the world for variety and loveliness. But 
it is the gentle, trustful, grateful Indian, with his unbelievable hat and many-colored 
blanket, the eldest child of America, that wins the heart out of you. After traveling all 
over the world, the American who visits Mexico for the fi rst time wonders how it hap-
pened that he never understood what a fascinating country of romance he left at his 
own door. 

 It is the hour of growth, strength and peace which convinces Porfi rio Díaz that he 
has almost fi nished his task on the American continent. 

 Yet you see no man in a priest’s attire in this Catholic country. You see no religious 
processions. The Church is silent save within her own walls. This is a land where I have 
seen the most profound religious emotion, the most solemn religious spectacles—
from the blanketed peons kneeling for hours in cathedrals, the men carrying their 
household goods, the women suckling their babies, to that indescribable host of Indi-
ans on their knees at the shrine of the Virgin of Guadalupe. 

 I asked President Díaz about it while we paced the terrace of Chapultepec Castle. 
He bowed his white head for a moment and then lifted it high, his dark eyes looking 
straight into mine. 

 “We allow no priest to vote, we allow no priest to hold public offi ce, we allow no 
priest to wear a distinctive dress in public, we allow no religious processions in the 
streets,” he said. “When we made those laws we were not fi ghting against religion, 
but against idolatry. We intend that the humblest Mexican shall be so far freed from 
the past that he can stand upright and unafraid in the presence of any human being. 
I have no hostility to religion; on the contrary, in spite of all past experience, I fi rmly 
believe that there can be no true national progress in any country or any time without 
real religion.” 

 Such is Porfi rio Díaz, the foremost man of the American hemisphere. What he has 
done, almost alone and in such a few years, for a people disorganized and degraded by 
war, lawlessness and comic opera polities, is the great inspiration of Pan-Americanism, 
the hope of the Latin-American republics. 

 Whether you see him at Chapultepec Castle, or in his offi ce in the National Palace, or 
in the exquisite drawing-room of his modest home in the city, with his young, beautiful 
wife and his children and grandchildren by his fi rst wife about him, or surrounded by 
troops, his breast covered with decorations conferred by great nations, he is always the 
same—simple, direct and full of the dignity of conscious power. 

 In spite of the iron government he has given to Mexico, in spite of a continuance in 
offi ce that has caused men to say that he has converted a republic into an autocracy, 
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it is impossible to look into his face when he speaks of the principle of popular sover-
eignty without believing that even now he would take up arms and shed his blood in 
defense of it. 

 Only a few weeks ago Secretary of State Root summed up President Díaz when he 
said: 

 “It has seemed to me that of all the men now living, General Porfi rio Díaz, of Mex-
ico, was best worth seeing. Whether one considers the adventurous, daring, chivalric 
incidents of his early career; whether one considers the vast work of government which 
his wisdom and courage and commanding character accomplished; whether one con-
siders his singularly attractive personality, no one lives to-day that I would rather see 
than President Díaz. If I were a poet I would write poetic eulogies. If I were a musi-
cian I would compose triumphal marches. If I were a Mexican I should feel that the 
steadfast loyalty of a lifetime could not be too much in return for the blessings that he 
had brought to my country. As I am neither poet, musician nor Mexican, but only an 
American who loves justice and liberty and hopes to see their reign among mankind 
progress and strengthen and become perpetual, I look to Porfi rio Díaz, the President 
of Mexico, as one of the great men to be held up for the hero-worship of mankind.”   
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Notes 403

  17  Translator’s note: The Day of  Sorrows was the Friday before Good Friday. Vatican Council II 

decided to remove it from the liturgical calendar since it duplicated the feast day of  Our Lady of  

Sorrows, September 15. 

  18  Translator’s note: Reference to the 1833 Revolution of  the Restorers, which defeated the gover-

nor, Juan Ramón Balcarce, and established Juan Manuel de Rosas’ dominion over the province of  

Buenos Aires. 

  19  Translator’s note: A rectangular piece of  fabric or leather wrapped around the back and front of  

the waist, passed between the legs over the trousers, worn for warmth and protection by farm-

hands, gauchos, and, in general, by the humbler elements of  society, the prosperous preferring to 

wear the traditional short Spanish trousers called  calzón corto español . 
  20  Translator’s note: Azul was located south of  the province of  Buenos Aires. 

  21  Translator’s note: Matasiete = Killed seven. In Lunfardo,  matahambre  means “a dead man”; “ mata-
hambre ” or “ matambre ” is also a typical Argentine dish that translates as “rolled fl ank steak.” 

  22  Translator’s note: “Franciscan Saint and Patron of  the Blacks and Mulattos of  Buenos Aires,” in 

Evelyn Picon Garfi eld and Iván A. Schulman,  Las literaturas hispánicas: introducción a su estudio  

(Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1991, 146). 

  23  Spanish: “verga.” According to literary critics Burgos and Salessi,  El Matadero , the term refers to 

the use of  sodomy as a form of  torture employed by the Federalists. In the story, the “verga” is 

clearly a whip, specifi cally an  arreador , used by cowboys, herders, and carters, also called “verga 

de toro” because the skin of  a bull’s penis was used to cover its wooden handle (Diccionario 

Argentino,1910). In English: “pizzle”: a whip made from a bull’s penis.  

 3 Race and Citizenship in the New Republics  

   1  Debt peonage tied workers to agricultural estates because the workers were extended a loan 

(sometimes involuntarily) and then required to work for a specifi c employer until the loan was 

paid off. They would often accrue more debt while working, and thus become caught in a cycle 

of  debt. 

   2  People with African and European ancestry. 

   3  At the time Africans made up 40 percent of  the island’s population. 

   4  Partly due to these pressures, Britain would proclaim emancipation in 1834 for its 668,000 slaves. 

A system of  forced apprenticeships would be abandoned amidst strikes and protests four years 

later. 

   5  A resident of  São Paulo. 

   6  A resident of  the northeast. 

   7  Capoeira is an Afro-Brazilian form of  dance that invokes self-defense as a part of  its form. 

   8  The entire exchange can be found at Maria Eugenia Echenique, Josefi na Pelliza de Sagasta, The 

Emancipation of  Women: Argentina 1876, translated by the Palouse Translation Project.  Journal 
of  Women’s History , Volume 7, Number 3, Fall 1995, 102–126.  

 4 The Export Boom as Modernity  

   1  Friedman was the Nobel Prize-winning University of  Chicago economist who became one of  the 

most important advocates of  free market capitalism for Latin America during the 1960s–1980s. 

   2  Clorinda Matto de Turner believed that the largely vegetarian diet consumed by Indians caused 

their brains to swell, and urged that more meat be introduced into their diets. She was not alone 

in describing what others called the “tragedy of  meat,” and in trying to introduce miracle cures 

to Indian backwardness (Manuel Gamio, the father of  Mexican anthropology, later tried to intro-

duce a tortilla made in part from soybeans). 
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404 Notes

   3  Over time, raw materials have consistently lost value relative to manufactured goods. 

   4   T he larger issue of  women workers has received a great deal of  attention in recent years. See, 

for example, Ann Farnsworth-Alvear, “Talking, Fighting, Flirting: Workers Sociability in Medel-

lin Textile Mills, 1935–1950,” in   The Gendered Worlds of  Latin American Women Workers  . See also 

Elizabeth Quay Hutchinson,   Labors Appropriate to their Sex  . 
   5  GDP measures the value of  all goods and services produced in the national economy in a single 

year. 

   6  This analysis is drawn from Victor Bulmer Thomas. 

   7  In Mexico a series of  domestic measures, including the privatization of  land (which put land 

and labor on the market), and the suppression of   alcabalas  (taxes that placed barriers to internal 

trade), produced a growth rate of  2.3 percent per year 1877–1910, doubling per capita income. 

   8  An excellent example of  this can be found in Greg Grandin, “Can the Subaltern Be Seen? Photog-

raphy and the Affects of  Nationalism,”  Hispanic American Historical Review  84:1 (2004), 83–111. 

   9  In this, they were unlike about one-third of  the students in the school, who fl ed.  

 5 Signs of Crisis in a Gilded Age  

   1  See his book,  Hybrid Cultures: Strategies for Entering and Leaving Modernity  (Minneapolis: University 

of  Minnesota Press, 1995). 

   2  Millennial movements generally mix deep religious devotion, a sense that the end of  the world 

as we know it is at hand, and rebellion. Mexico had its own millennial movements, including 

Tomochic in 1892. 

   3  This concept alerts us to the ways that economic systems based on private property and free 

markets have the capacity to transform social relations that had previously operated by different 

logics. 

   4  I draw here from William Roseberry’s concept of  hegemony. William Roseberry, “Hegemony 

and the Language of  Contention,” in Gilbert Joseph and Daniel Nugent (eds.),  Everyday Forms 
of  State Formation: Revolution and the Negotiating of  Rule in Modern Mexico  (Durham, NC: Duke 

University Press, 1994), 355–366. 

   5  Consider the role that the raising of  the U.S. fl ag at Iwo Jima in 1945, and Chief  Nguyê

a
n Ngo. c 

Loan’s execution a Viê.t Cô.ng offi cer in 1968, have had in in encapsulating World War Two and 

the Vietnam War. 

   6  Miners were, of  course, a distinct part of  this group, and in some regions factories were built in 

rural areas. Plantation agriculture, which tended to be highly mechanized and specialized, could 

also be included. Miners and rural workers did take part in various labor movements. Several 

important strikes during this era took place at mines (e.g., Cananea, Mexico, 1906). 

   7  In all, two million immigrants came to Argentina between 1870 and 1910, mostly from Spain and 

Italy. The rural working class remained largely Argentine born, while the urban proletariat was 

largely foreign born. 

   8  In 1914 there were only 110,000 Jews in Argentina, out of  a total national population of  7.9 

million. 

   9  At the time, British investment in Latin America was still greater, at $5.8 billion, but the United 

States was clearly on its way to overtaking the British.  

 6 Commerce, Coercion, and America’s Empire  

   1  We use the term “American” here to describe the United States. There has been considerable 

debate among scholars about its merit in recent years. Some have substituted North American or 

some other term because they fi nd the very term imperialistic (we leave aside how Mexicans and 

Canadians feel about the use of  North American in this context). I use the term for two reasons. 
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